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Cost of living pressures
have shifted consumers
priorities when choosing
where to stay, with hotels
facing stiffer competition
from other providers

Accommodation - Ireland - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on the
accommodation sector
• The lingering impact of COVID-19 on usage of
Irish accommodation
• How sustainability issues impact
accommodation choice
• Reasons why consumers might use
accommodation
• What types of accommodation consumers have used
• Consumers' attitudes towards accommodation

Overview

Less available hotel stock, combined with higher operating costs have seen the average cost
of accommodation increase over 2021-23, seeing cash-strapped consumers more likely to opt
for budget accommodation.
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Report Content

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the accommodation sector

• Opportunity for budget offerings

• Offering a sense of calm

• Sustainable practices increasingly a requirement

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five-year outlook for accommodation

• Value of accommodation recovering from COVID-19

• Domestic tourism greater than pre-lockdown

- Graph 1: number of domestic trips, by accommodation used, 2019-23

• Stronger growth in Guesthouse/other accommodation in NI

- Graph 2: room sales, hotels and other accommodation, 2019-23

• Steady growth expected 2023-28

- Graph 3: index estimated visitor expenditure on all accommodation, 2019-28

• Little change in financial health

- Graph 4: how consumers rate their financial situation, 2024

• Accommodation prices in RoI increased 45% 2019-24

- Graph 5: consumer price index for accommodation services, 2019-24

• 29% increase in costs in NI

- Graph 6: consumer price index for hotels , cafes and restaurants, 2019-24

• Consumers still report facing higher costs of living

- Graph 7: areas where consumers have been affected by higher prices in the last two months, 2024

• Forward holiday planning deminished

• Stress could drive need for accommodation

• Sustainability important, but not the key factor when taking a break

- Graph 8: how environmentally friendly consumers view their lifestyle as being, 2022

What consumers want and why

• Hotels remain the most used accommodation type

• Hotel chains see marginally more use

• RoI consumers more likely to plan future accommodation usage

- Graph 9: type of accommodation planned for next 12 months, 2023

• City breaks most popular reason for using accommodation

• More wedding usage in RoI
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• Majority have noticed price increases in accommodation

• Women more likely to feel effects of cost increase

Innovation and marketing

• Occupancy rates back to pre-COVID-19 levels

- Graph 10: hotel occupancy rates, by room, 2022-23

• NI hotel occupancy falls while other accommodation gains

- Graph 11: occupancy rates for hotels and other accommodation, 2019-23

• Immersion important to guest experience

• AI could be deployed to great effect

MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size

• Accommodation sector sees value approaching pre-pandemic levels

• Domestic tourism exceeding pre-pandemic levels

• Staying with friends/relatives more popular in 2023

- Graph 12: number of domestic trips, hotels vs staying with friends/relatives, 2019-23

• Hotels and staying with friends/family key for overseas visitors too

• Overseas visitors more likely to have stayed with friends/relatives

• Vacation/holiday spending habits over the past 12 months

- Graph 13: consumer spending changes over the past 12 months, 2023-24

• Shift in NI accommodation use

Market forecast

• Continued revenue growth expected

- Graph 14: index estimated visitor expenditure on all accommodation, 2019-28

• Value expected to see strong growth; volume may be slower

Market drivers

• Little change in consumer financial health

- Graph 15: how consumers rate their financial situation, 2023-24

• One-third a little bit worse-off

- Graph 16: how consumers rate their financial situation compared to 12 months ago, 2024

• Accommodation prices increased

- Graph 17: consumer price index for accommodation services, 2019-24

• Hospitality prices in NI also climbing

- Graph 18: consumer price index for hotels, cafes and restaurants, 2019-24

• Consumers faced with higher costs across the board
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- Graph 19: areas where consumers have been affected by higher prices in the last two months, 2024

• Majority influenced by price increases

• Long-term booking less likely in 2024

- Graph 20: holiday booking intentions for 2024, 2023

• NI consumers less inclined to plan a holiday at all

- Graph 21: products/services consumers would want to continue spending on, even if they had to make cuts to their

overall spending, 2023

• Inflation causing health issues – driving the need for a break

- Graph 22: how high inflation is impacting consumers, 2023

• Accommodation providers going further to help customers with stress

• Sustainability important, but not a deciding factor

- Graph 23: consumer agreement that brands should take the lead on addressing environmental issues, 2024

• Majority of Irish consumers see themselves as environmental

- Graph 24: consumers who view their lifestyle as being environmentally friendly, 2022

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Accommodation preferences

• Hotels favoured by RoI consumers while more in NI not using domestic accommodation

- Graph 25: types of accommodation consumers have used for domestic overnight trips, 2023

• Hotel chains embraced by Younger Millennials and Gen Zs

• Over-55s prefer independent hotels, but more opted to stay at home in 2023

- Graph 26: types of accommodation used in the past 12 months by over-55s, 2023

• B&amp;Bs see strongest usage with younger consumers

- Graph 27: usage of bed & breakfast for overnight trips in Ireland/Northern Ireland in the last 12 months, by age group,

2023

• Strong accommodation usage planned for 2024

- Graph 28: type of accommodation planned for next 12 months, 2023

• Warmer temperatures contributing to camping and holiday home plans for 2024

Reasons for staying in accommodation

• One-third of Irish consumers enjoy city stays

- Graph 29: reasons consumers have stayed in accommodation in NI/RoI in the past year, 2023

• Culture, history, nightlife and transport links drawing trip takers to the cities

- Graph 30: consumers who used accommodation for a city break in NI/RoI in the past year, by age, 2023

• Seaside breaks a family favourite in NI

• Affluent consumers more likely to use accommodation for weddings

• Millennials and Gen Zs sampling a wider range of holidays in Ireland

- Graph 31: reasons for staying in accommodation in the past 12 months, 2023.
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- Graph 32: reasons for staying in accommodation in the past 12 months, 2023.

Attitudes towards accommodation

• Four in every five consumers read reviews before booking

- Graph 33: Agreement with statements related to accommodation, 2023

• 9 in 10 facing higher costs of accommodation

• Parents more likely to avoid travel abroad due to weather

- Graph 34: consumer agreement that extreme weather conditions in summer 2023 have made them think twice about

booking accommodation overseas, by presence of children, 2023

• People are interested in hotel sustainability, but not enough to justify higher cost

• Growing intrigue for upscaled rural stays

Reasons to avoid accommodation

• Lure of an overseas trip a key barrier to Irish accommodation

- Graph 35: reasons why consumers are not planning to use accommodation in Ireland, 2023

• Men more likely to go overseas

- Graph 36: consumers who would rather book an overseas trip, by gender, 2023

• Financial situation holding 3 in 10 back

COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Occupancy levels with Irish accommodation

• RoI accommodation stock

• RoI hotel occupancy improved 2022-23

- Graph 37: hotel occupancy rates, room and bed, 2022-23

• Other RoI accommodation see improvement 2019-23

• Refugee crisis sees 12% of accommodation stock being used

• Occupancy rates for 'other' accommodation better than pre-COVID-19 in NI

Launch activity and innovation

• Evolution of guest expectations

• Companies and government bodies becoming more ethically and socially conscious

• Value takes priority over volume in the face of environmental issues

• Addressing social and environmental issues for the conscious consumer

• Artificial intelligence (AI) used by brands to streamline pricing

- Graph 38: issues consumers have faced in the last two months, 2023

• Tourism sector embraces cutting-edge AI solutions

• Technological innovations changing the consumer experience

• Guest apps can drive loyalty and offer a more-seamless in-room experience
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APPENDIX

Supplementary data

• Market size and forecast: underlying data

Report scope and definitions

• Market definition

• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• Consumer research methodology
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by an Irish licensed market
survey agent (See Research Methodology for more
information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.

Published by Mintel Group Ltd
www.mintel.com

Help desk

UK +44 (0)20 7778 7155

US +1 (312) 932 0600

Australia +61 (0)2 8284 8100

China +86 (21) 6386 6609

India +91 22 4090 7217

Japan +81 (3) 6228 6595

Singapore +65 (0)6 818 9850
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